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Abstract  17 

Understanding the factors that control As concentrations in groundwater is vital for supplying safe 18 

groundwater in regions with As-polluted aquifers. Despite much research, mainly addressing Holocene aquifers hosting 19 

young (<100 yrs) groundwater, the source, transport, and fate of As in Pleistocene aquifers with fossil (>12,000 yrs) 20 

groundwaters are not yet fully understood and so are assessed here through an evaluation of the redox properties of the 21 

system in a type locality, the Po Plain (Italy).  22 

Analyses of redox-sensitive species and major ions on 22 groundwater samples from the Pleistocene arsenic-23 

affected aquifer in the Po Plain shows that groundwater concentrations of As are controlled by the simultaneous 24 

operation of several terminal electron accepters. Organic matter, present as peat, is abundant in the aquifer, allowing 25 

groundwater to reach a quasi-steady-state of highly reducing conditions close to thermodynamic equilibrium. In this 26 

system, simultaneous reduction of Fe-oxide and sulfate results in low concentrations of As (median 7 µg/L) whereas As 27 

reaches higher concentrations (median of 82 µg/L) during simultaneous methanogenesis and Fe-reduction. The position 28 

of well-screens is an additional controlling factor on groundwater As: short screens that overlap confining aquitards 29 

generate higher As concentrations than long screens placed away from them. A conceptual model for groundwater As, 30 
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applicable worldwide in other Pleistocene aquifers with reducible Fe-oxides and abundant organic matter is proposed: 31 

As may have two concentration peaks, the first after prolonged Fe-oxide reduction and until sulfate reduction takes 32 

place, the second during simultaneous Fe-reduction and methanogenesis. 33 

 34 

Keywords: Groundwater quality, TEAPs, peat, methanogenesis, sulfate, iron. 35 

 36 

1. Introduction 37 

 38 

Arsenic pollution of groundwater affects many areas around the world (Ravenscroft et al., 2009). South and 39 

South-East Asia are the most As-affected regions worldwide (Fendorf et al., 2010; McArthur, 2019), where over 100 40 

million people are being exposed (Ravenscroft et al., 2009), with other regions being less affected. In Europe, 41 

groundwater in two large areas is affected by As pollution: a) the Pannonian Basin, covering 325,000 km
2 
(Gyuró, 42 

2007) between Hungary, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and Croatia, with nearly 1 million people exposed to drinking 43 

waters with As greater than the WHO standard of 10 μg/L (Rowland et al., 2011); b) the Po Plain of Italy, which covers 44 

an area of 46,000 km
2
 and is home to around 20 million inhabitants. In the Po Plain, groundwater for public 45 

consumption is treated to keep As <10 μg/L before it is distributed, so As in locally-grown food poses a greater risk 46 

than does As in groundwater (Cubadda et al., 2010; Di Giuseppe et al., 2014), owing to the use of As-polluted water for 47 

irrigation. Nevertheless, the ability to tap As-free groundwater remains an important target for the managers of any 48 

drinking water supply, with a primary aim being to minimize the cost of water purification. Additionally, in the next 49 

years, the limit for As of 10 μg/L may be lowered, as it has been in Denmark (5 μg/L; Ersbøll et al., 2018) and may 50 

soon be in the Netherlands (1 μg/L; Ahmad et al., 2020). Moreover, following the approach of water safety planning 51 

(WSP) recommended by WHO (2011) and implemented by EC (2015) and Italian regulations (D. M. S. 14.06.17, 52 

2017), drinking-water managers are required to adopt a preventive approach to mitigate the health risks from As posed 53 

to consumers. To this end, the quest for As-free groundwater is key. Although previous studies described the severity of 54 

As pollution in the Po Plain, and proposed conceptual models for interpreting As dynamics (Carraro et al., 2015; 55 

Cavalca et al., 2019; Giuliano, 1995; Molinari et al., 2013; Rotiroti et al., 2017, 2015; Zuzolo et al., 2020), an in-depth 56 

evaluation of the factors controlling the source, transport and fate of As in groundwater is still lacking. 57 

Parallels can be drawn between the As-pollution of aquifers beneath the Po Plain and those in South and 58 

South-East Asia. In SE Asia, the reductive dissolution of Fe-oxide, driven by organic matter (OM) degradation, is the 59 

main mechanism for As release to groundwater (Nickson et al., 1998 et seq.). In SE Asia, As-pollution mostly affects 60 
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shallow Holocene aquifers (mostly <50 m below ground surface; bgs), whereas deeper Pleistocene aquifers are mostly 61 

As-free (Ravenscroft et al., 2009). The difference is attributed to the fact that OM is more abundant in the shallow 62 

Holocene aquifers (Ravenscroft et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 2009). The severity of the problem of As-pollution in SE Asia 63 

has attracted much research effort focused on Holocene aquifers with young (<100 yrs) groundwaters (Radloff et al., 64 

2017; Richards et al., 2019; Sø et al., 2018), whereas Pleistocene aquifers hosting fossil (>12,000 yrs) groundwater, as 65 

the case of the Po Plain (Martinelli et al., 2014; Zuppi and Sacchi, 2004), are much less explored.         66 

The aim of the present work is to identify the main controls on groundwater As in the deep pre-Holocene 67 

aquifers, with the aquifers of the Po Plain being an exemplar, in order to aid prediction of where low-As groundwater 68 

can be found in such aquifer, thereby supporting the management of such groundwater resources. To accomplish our 69 

aims, new hydrochemical field data, including dissolved CH4 and H2, was collected from wells used for irrigation, 70 

livestock farming, and public water-supply. The data is used to improve the existing conceptual model for As 71 

mobilization in the Po Plain, a model that invokes the reductive dissolution of Fe-oxides driven by the degradation of 72 

peat-derived OM.  73 

 74 

2. Materials and Methods 75 

 76 

2.1. Study Area  77 

 78 

The study area encompasses ~500 km
2
 of the lower Po Plain of North Italy (Fig. S1). This area is the southern 79 

portion of a larger area previously studied through 5 field surveys (Sect. 2.2; Rotiroti et al., 2019a, 2019b; Zanotti et al., 80 

2019) that provided a detailed description of the hydrology, hydrogeology and hydrochemistry of the study area: a brief 81 

summary is given here. The alluvial sediments of the Po Plain are Pleistocene in age, except for the shallower part (<30-82 

40 m bgs) of the river valleys (Fig. S1) that are filled with Holocene sediments (Marchetti, 2002). Alternating silts/clays 83 

and sands (Fig. S1), form a multi-layer stacked aquifer system (Giuliano, 1995; Ori, 1993; Perego et al., 2014). Silt and 84 

clay aquitards often contain buried peats (Amorosi et al., 2008; Miola et al., 2006). The aquifers are confined, except 85 

where the confining layer thins locally to create semi-confined or unconfined conditions. Groundwater flow in the 86 

deeper system (>40 m bgs) is from NW to SE (Fig. S1). In the shallow parts of the system (<40 m bgs), baseflow to  87 

local, gaining, rivers imparts strong local variations to the direction of groundwater flow (Rotiroti et al., 2019a). 88 

Groundwater recharge is mainly from inflow sourced by upstream areas, as the widespread presence of shallow 89 

confining clays and silts prevents or restricts infiltration from surface sources. Locally, however, patchy coarser 90 
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sediments allow some local recharge by returning irrigation water or infiltration from irrigation channels. In addition, a 91 

pumping-induced recharge from rivers or irrigation channels occurs where wells are sited close to surface water bodies 92 

(Rotiroti et al., 2019a).  93 

Groundwater tracers enabled Rotiroti et al. (2019a) to classify groundwater samples into two groups: a) older 94 

groundwaters with little or no local recharge (Cl/Br <340 and δ
2
H >−60‰); and b) younger groundwaters (Cl/Br >340 95 

and δ
2
H <−60‰) whose composition approach the values in the Oglio River (δ

2
H ≈ −65‰ and Cl/Br between 474 and 96 

733). Groundwaters are reducing and of the Ca-HCO3 type, with low Cl content (median concentration of 3.0 mg/L; 97 

Rotiroti et al., 2019a). 98 

 99 

2.2. Groundwater sampling and analysis  100 

 101 

Groundwater samples were collected in July 2017 from 22 wells (Fig. S1). The wells targeted were those for 102 

which complete information was available (well and screen depths, lithology). Most had only one screen, but 2 had two 103 

screens and 3 had five screens. Locations were chosen to obtain as regular a sample grid as possible and, where 104 

possible, to provide a depth profile, using wells that were close together but had different screened intervals. These 105 

wells were sampled 5 times before (October 2015, February, June, September 2016 and March 2017) for the analysis of 106 

major ions, trace elements (As, Fe and Mn) and water isotopes; the results were reported in Rotiroti et al. (2019a, 107 

2019b). The present study extends the range of parameters measured in those studies, comprising pH, electrical 108 

conductivity (EC), oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), dissolved O2 (DO), water temperature, alkalinity, chloride (Cl), 109 

nitrate (NO3), sulfate (SO4), ammonium (NH4), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na), potassium (K), total 110 

arsenic (As), As(III), As(V), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), total phosphorous (P-tot), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), 111 

methane (CH4), dihydrogen (H2), water isotopes (δ
18

O/δ
2
H in H2O), carbon isotopes (δ

13
C) in CH4 (only for 9 samples) 112 

and nitrogen isotopes (δ
15

N) in NH4 (only for 8 samples collected in September 2016). In addition, measures of the ratio 113 

between chloride and bromide (Cl/Br) were available from the previous sampling surveys in June and September 2016 114 

(Rotiroti et al., 2019a). Details of sampling methods, field measurements and laboratory analyses are reported in Sup. 115 

Info. Sect. S3 together with limits of detection (LOD) and analytical uncertainties (Table S1). Charge-balance error 116 

(CBE) was used as a means for evaluating analytical techniques (Fritz, 1994). The average (mean ± standard deviation) 117 

CBE was 0.65 ± 0.70 % and 0.83 ± 0.47 % in terms of absolute values, below the recommended threshold of 2% (Fritz, 118 

1994). Calculation of speciation and saturation indices (SI’s) was done using PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) 119 

and the wateq4f database (Ball and Nordstrom, 1991). Speciation was computed using pe values derived from field 120 
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ORP measurements (EAg/AgCl). Energetics of terminal electron accepting processes (TEAPs) was assessed by calculating 121 

the Gibbs free energy of reaction at system condition using PHREEQC, considering the activities computed during 122 

speciation. Reduction half-reactions, with H2 as electron donor, were considered in this calculation because the H2 level  123 

reflects the internal redox state of many different anaerobic microorganisms, regardless of the main electron donor  124 

(Hoehler et al., 2001). Details on stoichiometry are given in Table S2. Since sulfides were not measured in this study, 125 

the activity of HS
−
 was calculated by assuming equilibrium with FeS. 126 

 127 

3. Results and Discussion 128 

 129 

3.1. Peat degradation governs groundwater chemistry 130 

 131 

Sampled groundwater is reducing and contains <0.2 mg/L of DO and NO3. Italian regulatory limits of 10, 200, 132 

50 and 500 μg/L for As, Fe, Mn and NH4 are exceeded, respectively, in 9, 14, 20 and 14 of our 22 well waters (Table 133 

S1, Fig. S2). These reducing conditions are generated by the degradation of OM in localized deposits of peat within the  134 

clay and silt aquitards. The widespread distribution of peat over the entire depth-range studied (up to 200 m bgs) is 135 

confirmed by its recorded presence in numerous lithologs (Bonomi et al., 2014; Rotiroti et al., 2019a) and by other  136 

reports of its presence in cores drilled in the lower Po Plain (Carraro et al., 2015; Miola et al., 2006; Rotiroti et al., 137 

2014; Sciarra et al., 2013; Zuppi and Sacchi, 2004). The peats were formed in abandoned meanders and zones of water 138 

stagnation generated by river avulsion and subsequently buried by younger alluvium (Miola et al., 2006). Microbial 139 

metabolism of sedimentary OM generates organic molecules, ammonium, and phosphate, which are released to 140 

groundwater along with Br (Gerritse and George, 1988). Although typically treated as conservative in groundwater, the 141 

Cl/Br of unpolluted groundwater may decline as OM degradation releases more Br than Cl. Ammonium can have a 142 

conservative behavior under strong reducing conditions, although it can be removed from groundwater by cation 143 

exchange: a consequence of ion-exchange is to lessen the concentration even where a steady supply of NH4 is available 144 

via organic degradation. Our recorded concentrations of NH4 are therefore not an indication of total OM mineralization. 145 

Nevertheless, increasing DOC and NH4, and decreasing Cl/Br values, trace the progression of OM degradation (Böhlke 146 

et al., 2006; Desbarats et al., 2014). The strong positive correlation of DOC with NH4 and P-tot (Pearson correlation 147 

coefficient r of 0.98 and 0.95 with p-values of 6.5e
−16

 and 4.5e
−13

, respectively; Table S3) and the negative correlation 148 

of Cl/Br with DOC (r of −0.74 with p-value of 3.8e
−5

; Table S3), and thus with NH4 and P-tot, found in our data (Fig. 1) 149 

indicate that the studied system is experiencing OM degradation with an accumulation of by-products.  150 
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Based on predominant TEAPs, the sampled groundwaters may be grouped into three classes (Fig. 1); these are: 151 

1) Fe-oxide reduction and early-stage sulfate reduction for samples with SO4 >10 mg/L; 2) Fe-oxide reduction and 152 

advanced-stage sulfate reduction with SO4 <10 mg/L and CH4 <0.5 mg/L; 3) Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis 153 

with SO4 <1.5 mg/L and CH4 >0.5 mg/L. The expected succession through the classes, the clean transition between 154 

them seen in our data, and the accompanying increasing DOC and NH4 and decreasing Cl/Br, all confirm that there is a 155 

progressing degradation of OM within the system. This evidence of degradation, together with the fact that this redox 156 

classification was based on Fe, SO4 and CH4 rather than on DOC, NH4 and Cl/Br, validates our classification. Fe-oxide 157 

reduction is considered to occur in all these three classes due to the presence of dissolved Fe (median concentration for 158 

all samples of 274 μg/L) and the considerations discussed in depth in Sect. 3.2. Concerning P-tot, its strong positive 159 

correlation with DOC is probably a result of the release of P from degrading OM. Additionally, the reductive 160 

dissolution of Fe-oxides, on which P is likely adsorbed (Ravenscroft et al., 2001), gives an extra input of P-tot to 161 

groundwater. Since Fe-oxides reduction proceeds together with OM degradation, the contribution from the two sources 162 

cannot be separated. 163 

Microbial degradation of peat is also the likely source of dissolved CH4 in groundwater, as suggested by the 164 

positive correlation between DOC and CH4 (r of 0.90 with p-value of 1.9e
−9

; Table S3; data plotted in Fig. 1) and  165 

δ
13

CCH4 values (from −75.2 to −62.4‰) that fall within the range of microbial methane (Mattavelli and Novelli, 1988; 166 

Milkov and Etiope, 2018). More specifically, the δ
13

C values in four wells (LL50 and LR59-61) are <−70‰ (Table S1) 167 

indicating a source via CO2 reduction (Milkov and Etiope, 2018; Whiticar, 1999), as in other aquifers worldwide 168 

(Aravena et al., 1995; Coleman et al., 1988; Hansen et al., 2001; Postma et al., 2012). In another five wells, δ
13

C 169 

>−70‰, indicating a source via acetate fermentation. Furthermore, values of δ
15

NNH4 ranging from 1.3 to 16.0‰ 170 

confirm that NH4 is the product of local degradation of peat (see Sup. Info. Sect. S4). Finally, some thrust systems, 171 

which could facilitate the seepage of deep gas, are located within or close to the study area (Lindquist, 1999; Maesano 172 

and D’Ambrogi, 2016; Mattavelli et al., 1983; Rossi et al., 2015). Whilst we cannot exclude the possibility that such 173 

seepage contributes to our measured concentrations of CH4, the good correlation between CH4 and DOC suggests that 174 

such an influence is not present.   175 

The degradation of OM is a strong influence on alkalinity and EC, and generates a positive correlation between 176 

DOC and, for example, Na and Ca (see Sup. Info. Sect. S5 for further details). The strong correlation of alkalinity with 177 

DOC (Fig. 1) and NH4 (r of 0.84 and 0.85 with p-values of 3.6e
−7

 and 1.5e
−7

, respectively; Table S3) is the likely effect 178 

of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) production due to the mineralization of sedimentary OM, both as direct oxidation 179 

of organic to inorganic carbon and dissolution of carbonate minerals in response to the increase of acidity generated by 180 
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the fermentation of OM (producing CO2 and organic acids) during its degradation (Buckau et al., 2000). Speciation and 181 

calculation of SI’s revealed that the role of buffering the increase in acidity is here likely played by the dissolution of 182 

rhodochrosite (MnCO3), for which the groundwater was found to be near equilibrium, whereas a strong supersaturation 183 

was seen for calcite (CaCO3), dolomite (MgCa(CO3)2) and siderite (FeCO3; see Sup. Info. Sect. S6 for further details). 184 

The strong correlation of EC with DOC (Fig. 1) and NH4 (r of 0.81 and 0.83 with p-values of 1.9e
−6

 and 4.3e
−7

, 185 

respectively; Table S3), that are all products or effects of OM degradation, indicates that groundwater salinity is mainly 186 

due to OM degradation. The low Cl concentrations in our groundwaters confirm that anthropogenic influences are 187 

insignificant in all but three wells (LL39, LL41, LR58) that contain between 19 and 34 mg/L of SO4 and have Cl/Br 188 

>400. These three contain a vestigial anthropogenic influence inherited from upstream recharge areas. Higher δ
18

O and 189 

δ
2
H values with increasing EC indicate that younger, human-impacted, recharge from the surface, having more depleted 190 

isotope values (Rotiroti et al., 2019a), does not contribute significantly to the EC. This confirms that the main source of 191 

OM is buried peat, indicating that a possible infiltration of OM from the surface, either of anthropogenic (e.g. sewage, 192 

manure) or natural (e.g. riverine) origin, is unlikely or minor. 193 

    194 

3.2. Different TEAPs occur simultaneously: overlapping redox zones 195 

 196 

Traditionally, the sequence of TEAPs accompanying OM oxidation follow a hierarchy of decreasing Gibbs 197 

free energy (Champ et al., 1979; Lovley and Goodwin, 1988; McMahon and Chapelle, 2008). This linear succession of 198 

redox reactions and zones implies that competitive exclusion exists within bacteria communities that mediate successive 199 

redox zones (Chapelle and Lovley, 1992). It is clear from our data, however, that for the least energetically favored 200 

TEAPs, the conventional fixed hierarchical sequence does not apply in groundwaters at circumneutral pH. Instead, Fe-201 

oxide reduction, sulfate reduction and methanogenesis can proceed either in a different order or simultaneously, as 202 

suggested for groundwater elsewhere (Bethke et al., 2011; Postma and Jakobsen, 1996). The reasons for this different 203 

order are several. Firstly, Fe-oxide reduction is pH-dependent and, at circumneutral pH, the reduction of more stable Fe-204 

oxides (e.g. magnetite, goethite) is energetically unfavorable (lower release of Gibbs free energy) with respect to 205 

methanogenesis and sulfate reduction (Bethke et al., 2011). Secondly, considering usable, rather than available, energy 206 

(the difference between the available energy and that maintained by bacteria to sustain their life functions; Jin and 207 

Bethke, 2009, 2003), Fe-oxide reduction, sulfate reduction and methanogenesis provide approximately the same  208 

amounts of energy at near neutral pH in groundwater (Bethke et al., 2011). Thus, energetics cannot establish a fixed 209 

order for the progression of late stage redox reactions. Thirdly, microbial ecology suggests that mutualistic, rather than 210 
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competitive, relationships between bacteria may mediate the use of TEAPs, so the simultaneous use of two TEAPs 211 

might be favored; for example, by the removal by precipitation of their by-products, as postulated for the simultaneous  212 

operation of Fe-oxide reduction and sulfate reduction aided by precipitation of iron sulfide (Bethke et al., 2011; Postma 213 

and Jakobsen, 1996), and simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis with precipitation of siderite (Jakobsen 214 

and Cold, 2007).  215 

 Although microbial ecology and kinetic limitations play a role, together with microbial microenvironments 216 

(Murphy et al., 1992), in which favorable conditions for specific TEAPs can develop locally on a micro scale (e.g. the 217 

increase in acidity in a biofilm surrounding a fragment of fermenting OM can favor local goethite reduction; Bethke et 218 

al., 2011) an aquifer system with a high supply of OM developing strong reducing conditions (where Fe-oxide 219 

reduction, sulfate reduction and methanogenesis can take place) can be well-described, on the whole, by equilibrium 220 

thermodynamics (Bethke et al., 2011), according to the partial equilibrium approach (Postma and Jakobsen, 1996). This 221 

considers the OM degradation as a two-steps process (Lovely, 1987): 1) the hydrolyzation and fermentation of OM with 222 

the production of simpler compounds as formic acid, acetic acid, H2 and CO2; this is the rate-determining step; 2) the 223 

consumption of the fermentative products by different TEAPs; this step is assumed to approach equilibrium. However, 224 

full equilibrium is not obtained as a small amount of energy is used for growth by the microorganisms mediating the 225 

processes. The partial equilibrium approach is applicable for Mn-oxide, Fe-oxide and sulfate reduction and 226 

methanogenesis, but it is not adequate for DO reduction and denitrification since they involve a direct OM 227 

metabolization by bacteria (Appelo and Postma, 2005).  228 

Our sampled groundwaters are in redox states where the electron acceptors for DO reduction, denitrification 229 

and Mn-oxide reduction have been exhausted (DO and NO3 <0.2 mg/L and mean Mn = 110 µg/L), so Fe-oxide 230 

reduction, sulfate reduction and methanogenesis either occur successively as the predominant TEAP (in the classical 231 

view) or occur simultaneously. In our system, the simultaneous occurrence of Fe-oxide and sulfate reduction, together 232 

with the precipitation of their products as iron sulfides, is supported by the plot of Fig. 2a, showing that many samples 233 

are aligned along a slope similar to the equilibrium lines of simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction, sulfate reduction and FeS 234 

precipitation (the stoichiometry and the equilibrium equation are given  in Table S4). Moreover, many groundwaters fit 235 

a modelled equilibrium involving a hypothetical Fe-oxide (solubility product for which logK is 0.78; Rotiroti et al., 236 

2015) that is in the range of stability of goethite and lepidocrocite (Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). This phase may be 237 

considered as a theoretical, moderately stable, Fe-oxide, representing the average of a mixture of low and high stability 238 

oxides likely present in the aquifer, for which the overall system approaches a thermodynamic equilibrium. The fact that 239 

the composition of three groundwaters that are classified as Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis (wells LR59-61) 240 
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align with this equilibrium line could indicate that sulfate reduction may still be ongoing, likely at slow rates, even 241 

where methanogenesis is predominant. Alternatively, the simultaneous operation of Fe-oxide reduction, sulfate 242 

reduction and methanogenesis could be apparent, being, actually, the effect of mixing along well screens of 243 

groundwaters coming from different zones and having different conditions.  244 

Notwithstanding the above, three other groundwaters that are classed as Fe-oxide reduction and 245 

methanogenesis (wells LL47, LL50 and OV77) depart more from equilibrium, likely indicating that, in these 246 

groundwaters, sulfate reduction is not occurring, but that methanogenesis occurs simultaneously with Fe-oxide 247 

reduction. This interpretation is supported by a) the proximity of these three samples (wells LL47, LL50 and OV77) to 248 

the equilibrium line of simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis (Fig. 2a; see Table S4 for stoichiometry 249 

and equilibrium equation) and b) the positive correlation of Fe with DOC and CH4 (Fig. S3) for groundwaters with Fe-250 

oxide reduction and methanogenesis. Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis were previously reported to occur 251 

concomitantly near equilibrium in reducing groundwaters worldwide (Jakobsen and Cold, 2007; Postma et al., 2007; 252 

Zhou et al., 2014) and simulated through modelling (Jakobsen, 2007; Rotiroti et al., 2018). Their simultaneous 253 

occurrence could be the result of a mutualistic relationship between Fe-reducing bacteria and methanogens aided by the 254 

precipitation of siderite (Jakobsen and Cold, 2007). However, siderite precipitation often occurs far from equilibrium 255 

(i.e. at supersaturation; Postma, 1982) due to a kinetic inhibition exerted by OM and PO4 (Berner et al., 1978). Kinetic 256 

inhibition seems confirmed in our system by the supersaturation seen for siderite and the correlation between its SI and 257 

DOC (Sup. Info. Sect. S6). 258 

Additional evidence of the presence of overlapping redox zone in our groundwaters can be obtained from a 259 

further consideration of energetics. Fig. 2b shows computed values of Gibbs free energy of reaction at our system 260 

conditions (ΔGr) for Fe-oxide reduction (considering the various oxides at different stabilities listed in Table S2), 261 

sulfate reduction and methanogenesis, compared to a range of threshold energy values (ΔGmin; representing the energy 262 

level maintained by the microbes) taken from literature (Hoehler, 2004; Jakobsen and Cold, 2007; Rotiroti et al., 2018), 263 

so that an estimation of the usable energy (ΔGr − ΔGmin) can be given. The usable energy for all the three TEAPs 264 

(considering the hypothetical medium-stable oxide for Fe-reduction) results in the order of a few kJ/mol per H2 (Fig. 265 

2b), confirming the findings by Bethke et al. (2011) of roughly equivalent amounts. Fe-oxide reduction is more 266 

favorable (ΔGr < ΔGmin) for relatively unstable oxides, such as lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite (not shown), and 267 

unfavorable (ΔGr > ΔGmin) for relatively stable oxide, such as goethite and hematite (not shown). The reduction of the 268 

hypothetical middle-stability oxide (representing average system-conditions), for which most of the samples align in the 269 

plot of Fig. 2a, has an available energy, for all samples, in the range of the threshold energy (ΔGr ≈ ΔGmin), giving a 270 
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usable energy close to zero. An energy close to zero thus confirms that Fe-oxide reduction may occur close to a 271 

thermodynamic equilibrium in all the three classes of samples identified here. A similar condition (i.e. ΔGr ≈ ΔGmin) is 272 

found for sulfate reduction in samples classified as ‘Fe-oxide reduction and advanced-stage sulfate reduction’ and for 273 

methanogenesis in samples classified as ‘Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis’. The usable energy close to zero for 274 

a) Fe-oxides reduction and b) sulfate reduction or methanogenesis confirms the presence in our samples of a “partial” 275 

equilibrium state in which simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction/sulfate reduction or Fe-oxide reduction/methanogenesis can 276 

occur, respectively. 277 

 Finally, some considerations must be given to Mn-oxide reduction. The assertation made above that Mn-oxide 278 

reduction is complete in our groundwaters is supported by Fig. S4, in which samples plot far from, and with a different 279 

slope to, the equilibrium line for Mn-oxide reduction. This departure from equilibrium precludes equilibrium with other 280 

TEAPs. We propose that Mn-oxide reduction occurred upflow in the aquifer in earlier stages of OM degradation and so 281 

has not been captured by our samples as the product of Mn-reduction. Rather, we propose that dissolved Mn in our 282 

groundwaters, produced upflow, is now controlled by the dissolution/precipitation equilibrium of rhodochrosite. This 283 

equilibrium, together with the likely role played by rhodochrosite in buffering acidity, as discussed in Sect. 3.1, implies 284 

that high Mn concentrations are maintained by rhodochrosite dissolution. Such a proposal agrees with the fact that  285 

selective sequential extractions of aquifer sediments from the Po Plain showed that Mn is mostly present in the 286 

sediment as carbonate (Molinari et al., 2014). 287 

 288 

3.3. What controls groundwater As?  289 

 290 

The positive correlation of As with DOC, NH4 and P-tot (r of 0.87, 0.89 and 0.90 with p-values of 3.6e
−8

, 291 

7.7e
−9

 and 3.1e
−9

, respectively; Table S3) and its negative correlation with Cl/Br (r of −0.65 with p-value of 6.1e
−4

; 292 

Table S3; data plotted in Fig. 3) confirm that the degradation of peat is the driver of As release to groundwater in the Po 293 

Plain. Although As and Fe concentrations are frequently reported to have a poor correlation (see Ravenscroft et al., 294 

2009 for reviews) because Fe is not conservative in solution, they show a covariation in our system, albeit weak, for 295 

groundwaters under methanogenesis (Fig. 3), confirming that Fe-oxide is the source of As release. Furthermore, the fact 296 

that dissolved As is present predominantly as As(III) in our groundwaters (Table S1) corroborates our view that 297 

reductive dissolution of Fe-oxide, driven by peat degradation, causes As-pollution of our groundwaters. However, the 298 

strong correlation of As with the products of OM degradation (Fig. 3), such as DOC, NH4 and CH4 (r of 0.97 with p-299 

value of 8.9e
−15

; Table S3), can also indicate that As can also be released directly by peat degradation. During its 300 
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formation and evolution, peat can sequestrate As by forming covalent bonds between dissolved As and its sulfur groups 301 

(Anawar et al., 2003; Eberle et al., 2020; Langner et al., 2012;), so the prolonged degradation of peat can be a direct 302 

source of As to groundwater. The content of As on OM in solid aquitard samples from the Po Plain was reported by 303 

Molinari et al. (2015) to be between 13.1 and 26.0% of total As in the solid matrix, the larger fraction (41 to 84%) being  304 

found in Fe and Mn oxyhydroxides and crystalline oxides, so aquitard OM represents a relevant potential source of As 305 

to groundwater in this system.  306 

The mutual exclusion of As and SO4 (Fig. 3) indicates that sulfate reduction, occurring together with Fe-oxide 307 

reduction, leads to As sequestration via co-precipitation in FeS, formed by the products of these two reduction 308 

reactions, and/or via direct precipitation of As-sulfides (O’Day et al., 2004). The strong positive correlation between As 309 

and CH4 (Fig. 3) is interpreted to be the result of the cessation of As sequestration by iron sulfides produced during 310 

sulfate reduction. Methanogenesis takes place after sulfate reduction is completed, as testified by the mutual exclusion 311 

between CH4 and SO4 (Fig. S5), so the appearance of CH4 marks the end of the As sequestration into precipitating 312 

sulfides. Therefore, during methanogenesis and Fe-reduction, As is released (from both reductive dissolution and peat 313 

degradation) with no or little attenuation processes, reaching the highest concentrations found in the groundwater. 314 

The conclusion that As is high in groundwater during methanogenesis and Fe-reduction is confirmed by the 315 

interpretation of H2 data, which are plotted against DOC and As in Fig. S6. Concentrations of As are low in 316 

groundwaters when simultaneous reduction of both Fe-oxide and sulfate occurs and also H2 concentrations are between 317 

1 and 4 nM, values that indicate active sulfate reduction (Chapelle et al., 1995). Concentrations of As are higher in 318 

groundwaters where both Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis occur together and concentrations of H2 are between 319 

2.7 and 4.7 nM. Although H2 concentrations in both cases are below 5 nM, the minimum threshold proposed for  320 

methanogenesis by Chapelle et al. (1995), they are in the range 2–5 nM reported by Kirk et al. (2004) for groundwaters 321 

in which maximal concentrations of As occurred where both Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis was occurring 322 

simultaneously. Hansen et al. (2001) and Jakobsen and Cold (2007) also report the occurrence of methanogenesis 323 

together with Fe-oxide reduction when concentrations of H2 are below 5 nM. 324 

Concentrations of As in well water also may depend on the proximity of the screened interval(s) to organic-325 

rich aquitards from which OM degradation by-products may be supplied by aquitard diffusion (McMahon and Chapelle, 326 

1991). Wells screened proximally to aquitards have higher concentrations of As than do wells screened distally 327 

(Erickson and Barnes, 2005; Meliker et al., 2008). Longer screens, having a higher proportion of distal screen, also have 328 

lower As concentrations than do short screens where all the screen may be close to an aquitard (Erickson and Barnes, 329 

2005; Meliker et al., 2008). For our wells, the linear or near-linear relations shown in Fig. 1 and 3, for samples 330 
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characterized by Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis, may indicate that the position of the screens with respect to 331 

aquitards is also affecting As concentrations in our wells. The highest As value (184 µg/L) was measured in well OV77 332 

which has 2 m (out of 9.5 m) of screen juxtaposed to a clay interval, whereas the lowest As for samples characterized 333 

by Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis (40 µg/L) was found in well LR60 in which no part of the 15 m screen was 334 

withing 1.5 m of a clay aquitard (we discount well LL47 with 31 µg/L of As because we have no information on 335 

lithology or screen interval). In well LR59, which has 104 µg/L of As in its water, an intermediate condition is found: a 336 

screen 4 m long is placed adjacent to a confining clay. These observations support the hypothesis that the position of 337 

well screens can influence As concentrations in abstracted groundwaters. 338 

 339 

3.4. The “two-peaks” conceptual model for groundwater As 340 

 341 

Fig. 4 schematizes, for the aquifer systems of the Po Plain, how the concentrations of As and other redox 342 

species evolve during ongoing degradation of peat: the figure is based both on our data and the work of others (e.g. 343 

Appelo and Postma, 2005; Berner, 1981; Kirk et al., 2004; McArthur et al., 2004; Rotiroti et al., 2014; Sracek et al., 344 

2018). In a system dominated by piston flow (i.e. with no mixing of groundwaters), the accumulated effect of the peat 345 

degradation is a function of time and so related to groundwater age; composition reflects an integration of all upstream 346 

reactions with those occurring in the present. At early stages of Fe-oxide reduction, and during Mn-oxide reduction, 347 

groundwater As is low due to its re-sorption onto residual oxides (Welch et al. 2000; McArthur et al., 2004). With the 348 

progression of Fe-oxide reduction, empty sorption sites on residual Fe-oxides decrease and dissolved As increases 349 

generating a first peak in As concentration. With the occurrence of sulfate reduction, dissolved As is attenuated by co-350 

precipitation in FeS and/or precipitation in As-sulfides, such as realgar or orpiment (Carraro et al., 2015). The degree of 351 

attenuation depends on the amount of sulfate present and the proportion that is reduced. The degree of attenuation also 352 

depends on the degree of overlap between Fe-oxide reduction and sulfate reduction, which in turn is governed by the 353 

stability of Fe-oxides, pH and microbial ecology. Once sulfate reduction is complete, and methanogenesis occurs 354 

together with Fe-oxide reduction, dissolved As increases again. For this second peak in As concentration there will be 355 

little attenuation because most reactive Fe-oxides with large surface areas (i.e. sorption sites) have been reduced. The 356 

second peak concentration may exceed that of the first peak because of the possible derivation of some As directly from 357 

the OM itself. Dissolved As might increase until OM is completely mineralized or the system runs out of reducible Fe-358 

oxide. After this point, dissolved As may decrease due to no new release and the attenuation of already released As. 359 

This could explain the decrease of As that is frequently found in the Po Plain aquifers at depth around and below 200 m 360 
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bgs (Carraro et al., 2015; Rotiroti et al., 2014), where groundwaters can have ages up to ~50 kyrs (Martinelli et al., 361 

2014; Zuppi and Sacchi, 2004). The attenuation must be assisted by a) dispersion, b) diffusion, c) flushing, albeit 362 

probably weak since groundwater at these depths have a sluggish circulation (hydraulic gradient around 0.1%; Rotiroti 363 

et al., 2019a) and d) adsorption onto siderite (Burnol and Charlet, 2010; Kocar et al., 2014) or other minerals. The last 364 

could be facilitated after the system has experienced prolonged and simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction and 365 

methanogenesis, a condition that may be favored by siderite precipitation (Sect. 3.2).    366 

This conceptual model is based on the assumption of a widespread presence of reducible Fe-oxides and buried 367 

peat in the system, the latter ensures a large stock of OM, providing a constant OM input to the aquifer, a condition that 368 

seems to be valid in the study area and in the entire lower Po Plain (Carraro et al., 2015; Rotiroti et al., 2015; Sciarra et 369 

al., 2013), although our DOC levels did not reach high levels, as reported in other OM-rich aquifers worldwide (Buckau 370 

et al., 2000).  371 

The application of our conceptual model helps to interpret the variability of As in space and over depth in the 372 

study area. There is no relation between depth and redox states (Fig. S7), and thus, according to the conceptual model, 373 

between depth and As. For instance, methanogenesis takes place both at shallower and deeper depths, therefore high As 374 

values can be found both in shallow (e.g. well LR59) and deep (e.g. well OV77) groundwaters. Based on our data 375 

analyses, this means that groundwaters at the same depth can have different ages. Groundwater ages are related to 376 

geographical location, determining the length of groundwater flowpaths: wells located in the north-western part of the 377 

study area, upstream with respect to groundwater flow (Fig. S1), have shorter flowpaths, younger groundwater ages and 378 

higher redox states, whereas those located downstream in the south-eastern zone (Fig. S1), have longer flowpath, older 379 

ages and lower redox states. In addition to this, wells with a component of younger recharge, due to pumping-induced 380 

recharge from nearby rivers or irrigation channels (Rotiroti et al., 2019a), have an average groundwater age that is 381 

younger than ages for water from more distal wells (e.g. wells LL51 and LR58; Fig. S1), so the redox states are higher 382 

and As accordingly lower. In other words, younger recharge from the surface, probably containing higher SO4 (and 383 

NO3), favors sulfate reduction (or denitrification, which is energetically favorable compared to Fe-oxide reduction) 384 

suppressing As release. 385 

 386 

3.5. Worldwide implications 387 

 388 

A brief comparison of main factors controlling As pollution in South and South-East Asia with those in the Po 389 

Plain is discussed below. Concerning the Holocene aquifers in SE Asia, concentrations of dissolved As decline as 390 
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sediment age increases and OM reactivity decreases (Postma et al., 2012; Stuckey et al., 2016). An additional constrain 391 

on As concentration is groundwater residence time (Sø et al., 2018), which determines the time available for 392 

sediment/groundwater interaction, the number of pore volumes flushed through the aquifer system, and controls the 393 

removal of dissolved and desorbed reaction products. In Vietnam,  the deeper Pleistocene aquifers contain >10 μg/L As 394 

only where extensive pumping has localized drawdown of As and/or OM from shallow, Holocene, aquifers (Winkel et 395 

al., 2011). In the Bengal Basin, As polluted groundwaters in the deep Pleistocene aquifer are found almost invariably in 396 

the absence of a palaeosol aquiclude that separates Holocene and Pleistocene aquifers across significant parts of the 397 

basin (McArthur et al., 2008, 2016), facilitating the downward of OM driving As release (McArthur, 2019) or recharge 398 

of As-rich water from the Holocene as a result of groundwater pumping, although two instances of As-pollution by 399 

aquitard diffusion has been reported (Planer-Friedrich et al., 2012; Mihajlov et al., 2020).  400 

Unlike South and South-East Asia where the availability of OM is limited in deeper Pleistocene aquifers 401 

(Ravenscroft et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 2009), the OM is not limited over depth in the Po Plain where peat deposits are  402 

found at depths up to ~250 m bgs (Rotiroti et al., 2014). This is a substantial difference between the two aquifer systems 403 

implying that different key factors are controlling As pollution. For instance, younger sediment age and higher OM 404 

reactivity seem to have no role in determining As pollution in the Po Plain aquifer system, since here severe As 405 

pollution can be found also in groundwater hosted by older sediments, e.g. well LR61 with 177 µg/L of As taps two 406 

sandy layers from 97 to 103 and from 151 to 153 m bgs that have an age ranging between 0.45 and 0.63 Myrs (Maesano 407 

and D’Ambrogi, 2016). The finding for the study area that As pollution is more severe where methanogenesis takes 408 

place once sulfate reduction is complete has been reported to occur in other aquifers that contain abundant OM, such as 409 

the Hetao Plain of China (Wang et al., 2015), the Pannonian Basin between Hungary and Romania (Rowland et al., 410 

2011) and the Mahomet and Glasford aquifers in Illinois, USA (Kelly et al., 2005; Kirk et al., 2004). Therefore, it 411 

appears that the conceptual model discussed in the present study can be applied to As polluted aquifers worldwide that 412 

contain abundant OM, together with reducible Fe-oxides, that allow groundwater to reach a quasi-steady-state of highly 413 

reducing conditions (close to thermodynamic equilibrium) and so generate overlapping redox zones. 414 

  415 

4. Conclusions 416 

 417 

The key factors controlling As pollution in groundwater of the Po Plain, Italy, may apply in other Pleistocene 418 

aquifers with fossil groundwaters worldwide, they are summarized below: 419 
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 the abundant organic matter, present as peat, coupled to much reducible Fe-oxide, allows groundwater 420 

to reach a quasi-steady-state of highly reducing conditions close to thermodynamic equilibrium, 421 

enabling the simultaneous operation of different TEAPs in overlapping redox zones; 422 

 the main factor controlling the concentration of As in groundwater is the accumulated effect of peat 423 

degradation as reflected in groundwater age: simultaneous Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis 424 

leads to high-As groundwaters, whereas simultaneous Fe-oxide and sulfate reduction leads to low-As 425 

groundwaters; 426 

 the proximity of well-screens to organic-rich aquicludes influences As concentrations in abstracted 427 

groundwaters: As concentrations are higher where screens are proximal to organic-rich aquicludes and 428 

lower when the screens are distal to such units; 429 

 a “two-peaks” conceptual model for groundwater As can be implemented for the Po Plain and other 430 

Pleistocene aquifers with similar sediment composition worldwide: a first peak in As concentration 431 

occurs after prolonged Fe-oxide reduction and is diminished by sulfate reduction. The peak of As 432 

concentration  depends on the degree of overlap between Fe-oxide reduction and sulfate reduction; the 433 

greater the overlap, the lower the As peak may be, subject to initial SO4 concentrations, the stability of 434 

Fe-oxides, pH and microbial ecology. A second peak of As is reached during simultaneous Fe-435 

reduction and methanogenesis, during which process As is released with no or little attenuation, so it 436 

can reach the highest concentrations. 437 
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Figure Captions 740 

 741 

Fig. 1. Scatter plots of DOC vs NH4, total phosphorus (P-tot), Cl/Br, CH4, alkalinity, and EC. Fered-SO4redEARL: 742 

groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and early-stage sulfate reduction; Fered-SO4redADV: groundwaters under Fe-743 

oxide reduction and advanced-stage sulfate reduction; Fered-CH4gen: groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and 744 

methanogenesis.    745 

 746 

Fig. 2. Testing the “partial” equilibrium state in the studied system. a) Equilibrium diagram of the simultaneous 747 

equilibrium of Fe-oxide reduction, sulfate reduction and FeS precipitation (black lines), and Fe-oxide reduction and 748 

methanogenesis (orange line) for different Fe-oxides; see Table S4 for reactions and equilibrium line equations. The 749 

equilibrium lines are plotted considering a value of −3 for log[SO4
2-

], according to Postma and Jakobsen (1996), and 750 

average measured values of −2.35 for log[HCO3
-
] and −6.21 for log[CH4]. b) Computed available energy at system 751 

conditions (symbols) over threshold energy (dotted lines) for Fe-oxide reduction, sulfate reduction and methanogenesis; 752 

threshold energy values are from (a) Rotiroti et al., 2018 (b) Jakobsen and Cold, 2007 (c) Hoehler et al., 2001 (d) 753 

Hoehler et al., 1994 (e) Yao and Conrad, 1999. Fered-SO4redEARL: groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and early-754 

stage sulfate reduction; Fered-SO4redADV: groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and advanced-stage sulfate 755 

reduction; Fered-CH4gen: groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and methanogenesis. 756 

 757 

Fig. 3. Scatter plots of As vs DOC, total phosphorus (P-tot), Cl/Br, Fe, SO4 and CH4. Fered-SO4redEARL: 758 

groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and early-stage sulfate reduction; Fered-SO4redADV: groundwaters under Fe-759 

oxide reduction and advanced-stage sulfate reduction; Fered-CH4gen: groundwaters under Fe-oxide reduction and 760 

methanogenesis. 761 

   762 

Fig. 4. Schematization of the evolution of the concentration of As and the main redox-sensitive species, together with 763 

related main processes, with the progression of peat degradation; see the text for a detailed explanation. For the bar 764 

“Sampled groundwater in this study”, the green part refers to samples classified under Fe-oxide reduction and early-765 

stage sulfate reduction, the blue refers to Fe-oxide reduction and advanced-stage sulfate reduction, and the red to Fe-766 

oxide reduction and methanogenesis.    767 
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